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GUSTAV MAHLER (1860–1911)

Blumine

In 1883 Mahler, whose life was to be evenly divided between acclaimed 
conductor and neglected composer, was working in the German town of 
Kassel as Music Director.

One of his duties was to compose incidental music for a series of tableaux 
based on a poem by von Steffel entitled Der Trompeter von Säkkingen. 
Mahler claimed to have written the seven pieces in two days. One of them 
was ‘Blumine’, meaning ‘flora’ or ‘a bouquet of flowers’ and depicts a                 
love-lorn trumpeter singing to his enamorata who is separated from him by 
the river Rhine.

The trumpeter is present in the trumpet’s lyrical opening phrase, followed by 
a melancholy song on the oboe, and one of the reasons Mahler may have 
later discarded it was that the same trumpet phrase occurs in the finale of 
Brahms’s first symphony, which had appeared ten years previously. At that 
time, comparisons between the major symphonists were highly critical and 
Mahler, as a newcomer, perhaps could run the risk of being accused of 
plagiarism.

An additional possible motive for the piece, unconnected with Staffel’s 
poem, is the rumoured – unrequited – love of Mahler for the singer 
Johanna Richter, and when Mahler described the piece as a ‘sentimentally 
impassioned love episode’ with ‘wistfulness and regret’ we can perhaps 
detect more than the mere need to provide a tableau for someone else’s 
love. And the fact that some critics have heard in the music the embrace 
of the lovers puts paid to the idea that they were separated by the Rhine 
– unless, that is, they had exceptionally long arms and necks. Mahler 
later referred to Blumine as a ‘youthful folly’, perhaps because his love for 
Richter was unrequited.

This movement was later incorporated into Mahler’s first symphony (later 
known as ‘The Titan’), which he conducted in Budapest in 1889. This was 
in fact billed not as a symphony but as ‘Symphonic Poem in Two Sections’ 
(Blumine being the second movement of the first section); this was 
‘programme music’ in which each movement has a distinct story-line, as 
was then the fashion.
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Reaction to the symphony was mixed, with one critic calling it ‘trivial’ and 
‘insufficiently symphonic’, and after two subsequent performances Mahler 
restructured it into a conventional four-movement symphony, omitting 
Blumine. It is uncertain why Mahler decided to delete the Blumine section, 
since he gave several conflicting reasons, but the harsh critical judgements 
of the symphony as a whole contributed significantly to the neglect of 
Mahler as a composer during his lifetime.

The manuscript disappeared until its discovery in 1966 by Donald 
Mitchell in the course of writing his biography of Mahler. It received its 
first performance in its own right, conducted by Benjamin Britten, at the 
Aldeburgh Festival the following year. 

Since then, the work has found its place in the repertoire and there have 
been several performances, and recordings, of the first symphony with 
Blumine restored as the second movement.

The (then) RTÉ Symphony Orchestra, conducted by János Fürst, recorded 
Blumine (with Bernadette Greevy singing Mahler’s Kindertotenlieder and 
Lieder eine fahrenden Gesellen) in 1987 (RTÉ catalogue no. 107).

Richard Pine © RTÉ
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FRANZ SCHUBERT (1797-1828)

Romanze from Rosamunde, D797 (orch. Schubert) 

The potboiler melodrama Rosamunde, Princess of Cyprus by Helmina 
von Chézy (otherwise notable for providing the libretto to Weber’s opera, 
Euryanthe) closed after just two performances in Vienna in 1823. If it is 
remembered at all now it is for the Overture and incidental music Schubert 
composed for it.

From his early teens, Schubert had been in thrall to the theatre. Yet none 
of his two dozen and more ventures for the playhouse and opera stage 
attracted the recognition he achieved for his symphonies, song cycles and 
genre-defining Lieder. 

Rosamunde eclipses all of his theatre music. Surprisingly so, given it was 
commissioned just two weeks before the play opened. Sylvan and sweet, 
lyrical and lush, the Romanze, orchestrated by Schubert himself, sets the 
aria ‘Der Vollmond strahlt’ (‘The Full Moon Shines’), a reflective interlude by 
Axa, the widow charged with raising the play’s titular dispossessed princess 
until she can reclaim her throne.

Boasting one of Schubert’s most enchanting melodies, it was the 
only part of Rosamunde to be published in the composer’s lifetime. 
Evocatively conjuring the play of a full moon’s light on high Alpine peaks, 
the orchestration is shot through with Schubert’s concern for beauty, airy 
woodwinds, glowing clarinets, yearning horns and pulsing lower strings 
providing a warming cushion for gently voiced higher voices. The result is 
part lullaby, part love-song, part lament.

Michael Quinn © National Symphony Orchestra 2022
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Translation © Richard Wigmore, author of Schubert: The Complete Song Texts, published by  
Schirmer Books, provided courtesy of Oxford Lieder (www.oxfordlieder.co.uk)

Die Forelle, D550 (orch. Paul Bateman) 

Die Forelle is arguably the most celebrated of all Schubert’s Lieder. 
Composed no earlier than 1817, just as Schubert was leaving his teenaged 
years behind, it sets a poem by Christian Friedrich Schubart. 

Schubart’s eco-sensitive soliloquy depicts an onlooker delighting in 
watching a trout at play ‘in a clear little brook’, the idyll shattered by the 
arrival of a fisherman and his eventual capture of the hitherto free and 
frolicking fish. Significantly, Schubert omitted the poem’s final verse which 
offered a pre-Freudian caution to young girls to be wary of men bearing 
rods.

Although Schubert returned to it on several occasions, he made largely 
minor changes, attempts, perhaps, to finesse a song that had achieved 
immediate popularity, its memorably liquid theme later interpolated into his 
Piano Quintet of 1821, the Trout (D667).

In the kind of effortlessly elegant display that would distinguish so many of 
Schubert’s later, prolific outpourings, Die Forelle elevates the saccharine 
sentimentality of its lyrics to new heights undreamed of by the fortunate 
poet. Certainly, the music, fleet and fresh as the flowing stream it evokes, 
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Romanze ‘Der Vollmond Strahlt’
Wilhelmina von Chézy (1783-1862)

Der Vollmond strahlt auf Bergeshöhn – 
Wie hab ich dich vermisst!
Du süsses Herz! es ist so schön,
Wenn treu die Treue küsst.

Was frommt des Maien holde Zier? 
Du warst mein Frühlingsstrahl! 
Licht meiner Nacht, o lächle mir 
Im Tode noch einmal!

Sie trat hinein beim Vollmondschein,
Sie blickte himmelwärts:
„Im Leben fern, im Tode dein!“
Und sanft brach Herz an Herz.

Romance ‘The full moon beams’

The full moon beams on the mountain tops; 
how I have missed you!
Sweetheart, it is so beautiful
when true love truly kisses.

What are May’s fair adorments to me? 
You were my ray of spring.
Light of my night, O smile upon me 
once more in death.

She entered in the light of the full moon, 
and gazed heavenwards.
‘In life far away, yet in death yours!’ 
And gently heart broke upon heart.



and ornamented with glints and flashes of dazzling colour as the darting 
trout breaks its surface, is immediately infectious and enveloping. Paul 
Bateman’s orchestration adds a delicate sylvan lushness to proceedings, 
setting and substance laced with gently animated drama, the sweetly 
innocent folksong-like vocal line superbly framed.

Michael Quinn © National Symphony Orchestra 2022

Translation © Richard Wigmore, author of Schubert: The Complete Song Texts, published by Schirmer 
Books, provided courtesy of Oxford Lieder (www.oxfordlieder.co.uk)
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Die Forelle, D550 
Christian Friedrich Daniel Schubart (1739-91)

In einem Bächlein helle, 
Da schoss in froher Eil’
Die launische Forelle 
Vorüber wie ein Pfeil
Ich stand an dem Gestade 
Und sah in süsser Ruh
Des muntern Fischleins Bade 
Im klaren Bächlein zu.

Ein Fischer mit der Rute, 
Wohl an dem Ufer stand,
Und sah’s mit kaltem Blute, 
Wie sich das Fischlein wand.
So lang dem Wasser Helle, 
So dacht ich, nicht gebricht,
So fängt er die Forelle 
Mit seiner Angel nicht.

Doch endlich ward dem Diebe 
Die Zeit zu lang. Er macht
Das Bächlein tückisch trübe,
Und eh ich es gedacht,
So zuckte seine Rute, 
Das Fischlein zappelt dran,
Und ich mit regem Blute,
Sah die Betrogene an.

The Trout

In a limpid brook
the capricious trout
in joyous haste
darted by like an arrow.
I stood on the bank
in blissful peace, watching
the lively fish swim 
in the clear brook.

An angler with his rod 
stood on the bank
cold-bloodedly watching 
the fish’s contortions.
As long as the water 
is clear, I thought,
he won’t catch the trout 
with his rod.

But at length the thief
grew impatient. Cunningly
he made the brook cloudy, 
and in an instant
his rod quivered,
and the fish struggled on it.
And I, my blood boiling,
looked on at the cheated creature.



Der Wegweiser from Winterreise, D911 
(orch. Massimiliano Matesic) 

In 1827, when he began writing his song cycle Winterreise (‘The Winter’s 
Journey’) setting 24 poems by Wilhelm Müller – whose poetry had been the 
basis four years earlier for Die schöne Müllerin – Schubert’s health was already 
failing as the encroaching effects of syphilis took an ever-greater toll on his 
physical and mental health.

Its subject matter – a wanderer alone with his sorrows – was a dominant theme 
in an era in which emotion was afforded primacy and considered the key to 
revealing both the sense of self and of the soul. In Winterreise, a heart-sore 
traveller, having seen his beloved marry another, ventures out into hibernal 
snow in the hope of salving his despair. The exertions of his aimless journey 
instead trigger a torrent of tormented emotions.

‘Der Wegweiser’ (‘The Signpost’) is an icy rumination on the love recently lost in 
which the forlorn journeyman fatefully resigns himself to ‘travel a road whence 
no man returns’. Massimiliano Matesic’s sensitive orchestration adds welcome 
balm to the sorry, soul-bearing swain’s woes, the gentlest of strings and 
woodwinds accompanying the twists and turns of his hopes and heart with a 
due but sympathetic sense of tumultuous interior drama.

Michael Quinn © National Symphony Orchestra 2022

Translation © Richard Wigmore, author of Schubert: The Complete Song Texts,  
published by Schirmer Books, provided courtesy of Oxford Lieder (www.oxfordlieder.co.uk)
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Der Wegweiser from Winterreise, D911
Wilhelm Müller (1794-1827)

Was vermeid’ ich denn die Wege 
Wo die anderen Wandrer geh’n, 
Suche mir versteckte Stege 
Durch verschneite Felsenhöhn?

Habe ja doch nichts begangen, 
Dass ich Menschen sollte scheu’n – 
Welch ein törichtes Verlangen 
Treibt mich in die Wüstenei’n?

Weiser stehen auf den Strassen, 
Weisen auf die Städte zu,
Und ich wandre sonder Massen, 
Ohne Ruh’, und suche Ruh’.

Einen Weiser seh’ ich stehen 
Unverrückt vor meinem Blick; 
Eine Strasse muss ich gehen, 
Die noch Keiner ging zurück.

The Signpost

Why do I avoid the roads
that other travellers take,
and seek hidden paths
over the rocky, snow-clad heights?

Yet I have done no wrong, 
that I should shun mankind. 
What foolish yearning
drives me into the wilderness?

Signposts stand on the roads, 
pointing towards the towns; 
and I wander on, relentlessly, 
restless, and yet seeking rest.

I see a signpost standing
immovable before my eyes;
I must travel a road
from which no man has ever returned.



An Sylvia, D891 (orch. Alexander Schmalcz) 

Shakespeare’s The Two Gentlemen of Verona gave Schubert one of his 
greatest, certainly one of his most buoyant, songs, An Sylvia (‘To Sylvia’). 
Shakespeare was 26 when he is thought to have written his early comedy 
on the stresses of love on family, friendship and fidelity, Schubert just three 
years older when he set Eduard von Bauernfeld’s German translation of 
“Who is Silvia?” from Act 4 Scene 2 of the play in 1826.

Shakespeare’s Silvia, Schubert’s Sylvia, is the daughter of the Duke of 
Milan, caught in a tangled web between three would-be suitors and her 
scheming father. She is also the subject of this initially wistful but quickly 
charming and lightly infatuated rumination on her multiple attractions to 
would-be suitors.

An Sylvia is one of only three Shakespeare settings by Schubert, the others 
the drinking song Trinklied (D888) drawing from Antony and Cleopatra, 
and the serenade Ständchen (D889), taken from Cymbeline. It is lent 
added lustre and a suitably sylvan romantic gloss by Alexander Schmalcz’s 
orchestration, with its airy but archly knowing woodwinds lit up by discreetly 
chortling bassoon and warm, cosseting strings. The effect is altogether 
charming and winning.

Michael Quinn © National Symphony Orchestra 2022

Translation © Richard Wigmore, author of Schubert: The Complete Song Texts, published by Schirmer 
Books, provided courtesy of Oxford Lieder (www.oxfordlieder.co.uk)

An Sylvia, D891 
William Shakespeare (1564-1616),  
The Two Gentlemen of Verona

Was ist Silvia, saget an,
Dass sie die weite Flur preist? 
Schön und zart seh’ ich sie nah’n, 
Auf Himmels Gunst und Spur weist, 
Dass ihr alles untertan.

Ist sie schön und gut dazu? 
Reiz labt wie milde Kindheit; 
Ihrem Aug’ eilt Amor zu, 
Dort heilt er seine Blindheit, 
Und verweilt in süsser Ruh’.

Darum Silvia, tön’, o Sang,
Der holden Silvia Ehren;
Jeden Reiz besiegt sie lang,
Den Erde kann gewähren:
Kränze ihr und Saitenklang!

Who is Silvia

Who is Silvia? what is she, 
That all our swains commend her? 
Holy, fair, and wise is she; 
The heaven such grace did lend her, 
That she might admirèd be. 

Is she kind as she is fair? 
For beauty lives with kindness. 
Love doth to her eyes repair, 
To help him of his blindness; 
And, being helped, inhabits there. 

Then to Silvia let us sing, 
That Silvia is excelling; 
She excels each mortal thing 
Upon the dull earth dwelling; 
To her let us garlands bring.
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Im Abendrot, D799 (orch. Max Reger) 

Schubert scholar John Reed describes Im Abendrot as ‘the most famous of 
all Schubert’s sunset pieces’. It was one of three settings by the composer 
of poems by the Pomeranian-born Karl Gottlieb Lappe, the most notable 
other, Der Einsame (D800), following immediately after its sibling in early 1825.

Schubert was then not yet out of his twenties, but both works speak of a 
maturity beyond his still tender years. Both also benefit from an equally 
precocious sophistication that finds striking expression in the sheer simplicity 
of design and execution of Im Abendrot, which literally translates as ‘In the 
sunset’.

It describes that briefest and most unexpectedly profound of moments 
when the warmth and light of day gives way to the chill, dark of night. 
Witnessed from inside through a window, the dying sun’s refulgent glow 
prompts the occupier’s heartfelt thanks to God for the sudden revelation of 
the world’s beauty before the sun sinks beneath the horizon to leave all – 
inside and out – sheathed in nocturnal shadow.

Schubert’s music is accordingly gentle, its watercolour-delicate palette 
atmospherically blending the last, slowly fading shards of sunlight into the 
stark sable of night and darkness. Max Reger’s gossamer-light orchestration 
underlines the delicate romanticism of the original, adding a yearning gloss 
of its own.

Michael Quinn © National Symphony Orchestra 2022

Translation © Richard Wigmore, author of Schubert: The Complete Song Texts,  
published by Schirmer Books, provided courtesy of Oxford Lieder (www.oxfordlieder.co.uk)

Im Abendrot, D799 
Karl Gottlieb Lappe (1773-1843)

O wie schön ist deine Welt,
Vater, wenn sie golden strahlet!
Wenn dein Glanz herniederfällt,
Und den Staub mit Schimmer malet; 
Wenn das Rot, das in der Wolke blinkt, 
In mein stilles Fenster sinkt!

Könnt’ ich klagen, könnt’ ich zagen? 
Irre sein an dir und mir?
Nein, ich will im Busen tragen 
Deinen Himmel schon allhier.
Und dies Herz, eh’ es zusammenbricht, 
Trinkt noch Glut und schlürft noch Licht.

In the glow of evening

How lovely is your world,
Father, in its golden radiance
when your glory descends
and paints the dust with glitter;
when the red light that shines from the 

clouds 
falls silently upon my window.

Could I complain? Could I be apprehensive? 
Could I lose faith in you and in myself?
No, I already bear your heaven
here within my heart.
And this heart, before it breaks,
still drinks in the fire and savours the light.
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Der Erlkönig, D328 (orch. Max Reger) 

Composed in an afternoon in 1815, the then 18-year-old Schubert revised 
Der Erlkönig (‘The Erlking’) three times over the next six years but retained 
sufficient confidence in its youthful accomplishments to eventually publish 
it as his Opus 1. A bold statement, not least given he had composed more 
than 140 Lieder the same year. 

But it is a claim merited by what amounts to a veritable miracle of 
concision; a thrilling, large-scale drama condensed into four epic minutes. 
The pianist and Schubert expert Graham Johnson has pointedly claimed 
Der Erlkönig ‘appeals to the great unwashed and the squeaky-clean in 
equal measure, to those who see something symbolic in [it] and to those 
who simply love a rattling good yarn excitingly told’.  

Setting a ballad poem, itself drawn from Danish folk legend, by Johann 
Wolfgang von Goethe – Schubert would go on to set a further 81 pieces 
by the eminent German poet and playwright – it is a work of virtuosic and 
theatrical bravura. Suitably so for an extreme, nightmare-laced drama in 
which a narrator relates the efforts of a father to protect his son in vain from 
the enticements of the titular Erlking, a predatory supernatural creature of 
the woods. All of the characters are heard, and given individual voices, in 
Schubert’s cinematically scene-shifting tour de force.

Max Reger’s orchestration retains the Grand Guignol qualities of Schubert’s 
fierce, fevered original, but adds a romantic sheen that lights up the 
sudden changes of voice and the mounting sense of tragic inevitability.

Michael Quinn © National Symphony Orchestra 2022
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Der Erlkönig, D328 
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832)

Wer reitet so spät durch Nacht und Wind? 
Es ist der Vater mit seinem Kind:
Er hat den Knaben wohl in dem Arm,
Er fasst ihn sicher, er hält ihn warm.

“Mein Sohn, was birgst du so bang dein Gesicht?” 
“Siehst, Vater, du den Erlkönig nicht?
Den Erlenkönig mit Kron’ und Schweif?”
“Mein Sohn, es ist ein Nebelstreif.”

“Du liebes Kind, komm, geh mit mir!
Gar schöne Spiele spiel’ ich mit dir; 
Manch’ bunte Blumen sind an dem Strand, 
Meine Mutter hat manch gülden Gewand.”

“Mein Vater, mein Vater, und hörest du nicht, 
Was Erlenkönig mir leise verspricht?”
“Sei ruhig, bleibe ruhig, mein Kind:
In dürren Blättern säuselt der Wind.”

“Willst, feiner Knabe, du mit mir gehn?
Meine Töchter sollen dich warten schön; 
Meine Töchter führen den nächtlichen Rein 
Und wiegen und tanzen und singen dich ein.”

“Mein Vater, mein Vater, und siehst du nicht dort 
Erlkönigs Töchter am düstern Ort?”
“Mein Sohn, mein Sohn, ich seh es genau:
Es scheinen die alten Weiden so grau.”

“Ich liebe dich, mich reizt deine schöne Gestalt; 
Und bist du nicht willig, so brauch ich Gewalt.” 
“Mein Vater, mein Vater, jetzt fasst er mich an! 
Erlkönig hat mir ein Leids getan!”

Dem Vater grausets, er reitet geschwind, 
Er hält in Armen das ächzende Kind, 
Erreicht den Hof mit Mühe und Not:
In seinen Armen das Kind war tot.

The Erlking

Who rides so late through the night and wind? 
It is the father with his child.
He has the boy in his arms;
he holds him safely, he keeps him warm.

“My son, why do you hide your face in fear?” 
“Father, can you not see the Erlking?
The Erlking with his crown and tail?”
“My son, it is a streak of mist.”

“Sweet child, come with me.
I’ll play wonderful games with you. 
Many a pretty flower grows on the shore; 
my mother has many a golden robe.”

“Father, father, do you not hear
what the Erlking softly promises me?” 
“Calm, be calm, my child:
the wind is rustling in the withered leaves.”

“Won’t you come with me, my fine lad?
My daughters shall wait upon you;
my daughters lead the nightly dance,
and will rock you, and dance, and sing you to sleep.”

“Father, father, can you not see
Erlking’s daughters there in the darkness?” 
“My son, my son, I can see clearly:
it is the old grey willows gleaming.”

“I love you, your fair form allures me,
and if you don’t come willingly, I’ll use force.” 
“Father, father, now he’s seizing me!
The Erlking has hurt me!”

The father shudders, he rides swiftly,
he holds the moaning child in his arms; 
with one last effort he reaches home; 
the child lay dead in his arms.
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GUSTAV MAHLER (1860–1911)

Symphony No. 1 in D, ‘Titan’
i  Langsam, schleppend – Immer sehr gemächlich
ii  Kräftig bewegt, doch nicht zu schnell
iii  Feierlich und gemessen, ohne zu schleppen
iv  Stürmisch bewegt

Mahler’s First Symphony may have been composed under difficult 
circumstances and its premiere in Budapest in 1889 greeted with a 
decidedly lukewarm response, but for the 27-year-old composer it 
represented a sort of triumph. It was, he later declared, ‘the first work in 
which I really came into my own as “Mahler”’.

Begun in March, 1888 and completed in just six weeks, it was conceived 
as ‘a symphonic poem in two parts’ – a description Mahler demured from 
for a performance in Hamburg in 1893. By then, he had decided, it was 
a symphony pure and simple but, bowing to contemporary fashion for 
programmatic music, he affixed a telling subtitle: Titan. 

The name was borrowed from an epic novel by the German Romanticist 
Jean Paul. Published in four volumes between 1800–03, it presented 
a sentimental portrait of a solipsistic young man beset by emotional 
tragedy who grows fitfully into maturity through his finding of true love and 
absorption in nature. It’s easy to understand the attractions it must have 
held for an emotionally fragile young composer then in love with the wife of 
another man and newly embroiled in a professional spat with Artur Nikisch, 
his co-conductor at the New State Theatre, Leipzig.

Considerably more significant had been Mahler’s transformative encounter 
with Des Knaben Wunderhorn (‘The Youth’s Magic Horn’), an anthology 
of German folk poems and songs published between 1805–08. Ripely 
romantic in its blending of realism and fantasy, its tales of daring soldiers 
and despairing wanderers, its powerful sense of nationalism rooted in 
nature and its intoxicatingly heightened emotions were at the beating heart 
of Germany’s creative life in the 19th Century. It penetrated deep into 
Mahler’s psyche, too, influencing him as nothing else did.
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The First Symphony is a vast, compelling narrative that follows the titular Titan 
from primal birth into personal and public Hell and redemptively onwards 
to Paradise on a journey of boundless dimensions. Originally cast in five 
movements, Mahler tinkered with and revised the First Symphony until 1906, 
just five years before his death. An early casualty was the mooted second 
movement, ‘Blumine’. Discarded (along with the narrative suggestions 
initiall supplied for each of the movements) to lend the symphony a more 
Classical than Romantic appearance, it lay forgotten until its rediscovery in 
the 1960s.

What remained was an ardent declaration that defined Mahler’s artistic 
credo. If, as he claimed, ‘the symphony is a world’, then his first essay in the 
form can surely claim to be the dawn of a new orchestral cosmos. One in 
which Mahler’s attraction to the primitive pleasures of folklore and nature, 
his conviction in the transcendent power of music and his determination to 
forge a new vocabulary for the symphony were given articulate voice.

It begins with a dazzling statement, simultaneously delicate and robust, in 
which cuckoo calls in woodwinds herald nature’s awakening at daybreak. 
Imaginative orchestral colouring and a host of telling details – notably a far-
distant hunting song and a lithesome duet between cellos and woodwinds 
that borrows a theme from Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen (‘Songs of a 
Wayfarer’) – prompt what the critic Ludwig Schiedermair has described as a 
‘jumbling of the various motifs [that] seems as if nature… now bursts forth’.

The Second Movement also re-cycles song material to mimic the rustic 
earthiness of the traditional Ländler country dance. Hints of the more 
untameable magic of nature are heard in the agitated interplay of high 
and low strings tempered by the bold certainty of the brass section and 
distinctly tongue-in-cheek commentary of woodwinds.

Mahler imbued the Third Movement with a macabre humour, marking it 
to be played ‘Mit Parodie’. There’s an echo of Mussorgsky’s Pictures at an 
Exhibition at its darkest in the evocative use of ironically lowering horns, 
while the quotation from the popular melancholy song Frère Jacques is 
buffered, in a sop to contemporary audiences, between recognisably 
Hungarian and Yiddish influences. The middle section again quotes from 
the Wunderhorn-inspired Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen before giving way 
to a lugubrious funeral march.
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The Finale begins with nature at its most tempestuous: a Tchaikovskian 
swirl of spiky horns punctuating and peppering a maelstrom of strings, 
woodwinds and percussion. A soulful, song-like interlude (its lovely, lilting 
theme taken from the deleted ‘Blumine’ movement) briefly appears before 
being swept away by another orchestral storm. What follows, in the ensuing 
calm, is an almost cinematic traversal of earlier themes, the orchestra 
growing in strength, confidence and power to iterate a new optimism.

With concluding passages marked by Mahler as ‘Höchste Kraft’ (‘With 
supreme power’), ‘Vorwärts’ (‘Forwards’) and the self-explanatory ‘Triumphal’, 
the rousing apotheosis of the ending has been appositely described by the 
Mahler apostle Paul Stefan as ‘like a chorale from Paradise after the waves 
of Hell. Saved!’

Michael Quinn © RTÉ
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JAIME MARTÍN 
CONDUCTOR

In 2022, Spanish conductor Jaime Martín took up the position of Chief Conductor 
of the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra. Since 2019 Maestro Martín has been 
Music Director of the Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra, with his appointment 
now extended up to 2027, and Chief Conductor of Ireland’s RTÉ National 
Symphony Orchestra. He has been the Artistic Director and Principal Conductor 
of Gävle Symphony Orchestra since 2013, and has been announced as the 
Principal Guest Conductor of the Orquesta y Coro Nacionales de España (Spanish 
National Orchestra) for the 2022/23 season.

Having spent many years as a highly regarded flautist, working with the most 
inspiring conductors of our time, Jaime turned to conducting full-time in 2013 
and has become very quickly sought after at the highest level.  Recent and future 
engagements include his debuts with the Dresden and Netherlands Philharmonic 
Orchestras, return visits to the London Symphony, Sydney Symphony, RTVE National 
Symphony, Antwerp Symphony, Colorado Symphony and Gulbenkian orchestras, 
as well as a nine-city European tour with the London Philharmonic Orchestra.
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In recent years Martín has conducted an impressive list of orchestras that 
includes the Frankfurt Radio Symphony, Royal Liverpool Philharmonic, Royal 
Scottish National, Swedish Radio Symphony, Barcelona Symphony, New Zealand 
Symphony, Queensland Symphony, Deutsche Radio Philharmonie Saabruecken, 
Essen Philharmonic and Philharmonia Orchestras, the Academy of St Martin in the 
Fields, Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra and the Orchestre Philharmonique de Radio 
France. Martín has commissioned multiple world and regional premieres of works 
by composers Ellen Reid, Andrew Norman, Missy Mazzoli, Derrick Spiva, Albert 
Schnelzer and Juan Pablo Contreras.  

Martín is recording a series for Ondine Records with the Gävle Symphony 
Orchestra; this includes the Brahms Serenades, Songs of Destiny, Brahms choral 
works with the Eric Ericson Chamber Choir, and a recording of the Brahms Piano 
Quartet arranged by Schoenberg, which was released in February 2019. He has 
also recorded Schubert Symphony No. 9 and Beethoven Symphony No. 3 Eroica 
with Orquestra de Cadaqués and various discs with the Barcelona Symphony 
Orchestra for Tritó Records. In 2015 he recorded James Horner’s last symphonic 
work Collages for four horns and orchestra with the London Philharmonic Orchestra.

As a flautist, Martín was principal flute of the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, 
Chamber Orchestra of Europe, English National Opera, Academy of St Martin in 
the Fields and London Philharmonic Orchestra. Also sought-after as a soloist, he 
made a recording of Mozart flute concertos with Sir Neville Marriner, the premiere 
recording of Sinfonietta Concerto for Flute and Orchestra written for him by Xavier 
Montsalvatge and conducted by Gianandrea Noseda, and Bach works for flute, 
violin, and piano with Murray Perahia and Academy of St. Martin in the Fields for 
Sony.  

Martín is the Artistic Advisor and previous Artistic Director of the Santander Festival.  
He was also a founding member of the Orquestra de Cadaqués, where he was 
Chief Conductor from 2012 to 2019.

Jaime Martín is a Fellow of the Royal College of Music, London, where he was 
a flute professor. He now enjoys working with many of his former students in 
orchestras around the world.
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ANNE SOFIE VON OTTER MEZZO-SOPRANO

Boasting an unrivalled and multi award-winning discography, mezzo-soprano 
Anne Sofie von Otter’s versatility has seen her work with legendary artists ranging 
from the late greats of Carlos Kleiber, Claudio Abbado and Giuseppe Sinopoli to 
Elvis Costello, Brad Mehldau and Rufus Wainwright III.

An ever-evolving repertoire has played a key role in sustaining Swedish-born von 
Otter’s international profile, from an early position as the superlative Octavian (Der 
Rosenkavalier) of her generation, giving performances around the world, to her 
recent acclaimed creation of Leonora in the world premiere of Thomas Adès’ 
The Exterminating Angel at Salzburger Festspiele and the Royal Opera House, 
Covent Garden. Other recent highlights include Countess Geschwitz in Christoph 
Marthaler’s production of Lulu at Staatsoper Hamburg, Madame de Croissy 
(Dialogues des Carmélites) at Théâtre des Champs-Élysées, L’Opinion Publique 
(Orphée aux Enfers) at Salzburger Festspiele in Barrie Kosky’s new production, 
and the leading role of Charlotte Andergast in the world premiere of Sebastian 
Fagerlund’s Höstsonaten for Finnish National Opera. This season, von Otter returns 
to Opéra National de Paris as Mérope in Enescu’s Oedipe, staged by Wajdi 
Mouawad and conducted by Ingo Metzmacher, and reprises her acclaimed 
Marcellina in Christof Loy’s Le nozze di Figaro at Bayerische Staatsoper with 
conductor Thomas Hengelbrock.
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Anne Sofie von Otter is one of today’s most recorded artists with an incomparable 
catalogue built across a career now spanning more than four decades at the 
very top of her profession. A lengthy and exclusive relationship with Deutsche 
Grammophon produced a wealth of acclaimed recordings including the 
Grammy-winning Mahler Des Knaben Wunderhorn with Claudio Abbado, Handel’s 
Ariodante, Giulio Cesare and Hercules with Marc Minkowski and a collaboration 
with pop legend Elvis Costello on For the Stars. On Naïve Classique, her double CD 
of Mélodies and Chansons, Douce France, received the 2015 Grammy Award 
for Best Classical Solo Vocal Album. Von Otter immortalized many of her operatic 
characters on disc: Octavian with Bernard Haitink and the Staatskapelle Dresden 
and on DVD with Wiener Staatsoper under Carlos Kleiber; Cherubino (Le nozze di 
Figaro) under James Levine; La clemenza di Tito and Orfeo ed Euridice under Sir 
John Eliot Gardiner; and Ariadne auf Naxos under Giuseppe Sinopoli. 

Equally recognized as a concert and recital singer of exceptional gifts, Anne 
Sofie von Otter’s career has taken her around the globe as a regular presence 
on the world’s most important stages excelling in a diverse repertoire including 
works by Mahler, Berlioz, Bach and Kurt Weill and her expansive Lieder recordings 
range from classics by Schubert, Schumann, Wolf and Mahler, through lesser-
known compilations from Cécile Chaminade, Korngold, Peterson-Bergen and 
Stenhammar. 

Anne Sofie von Otter’s 2021/22 season includes two special projects: ‘Eine 
Winterreise’ for Theater Basel, an intimate evening of music theatre conceived 
by Christoph Loy and inspired by the songs of Franz Schubert, together with 
accompanist Kristian Bezuidenhout, and on a major European tour, Songs of Love 
and Death, a new chamber pairing of songs by Schubert and Wainwright together 
with string quartet Brooklyn Rider. In concert, she joins Berliner Barock Solisten for 
Pergolesi’s Stabat Mater at Berlin Philharmonie and Alte Oper Frankfurt, Västerås 
Sinfonietta under Simon Crawford Phillips for Schubert Orchestrated Lieder and, 
with the Norwegian Chamber Orchestra and conductor Pekka Kuusisto, a festive 
programme including excerpts from Mikael Karlsson’s recently premiered song 
cycle, So we will vanish. 



NATIONAL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 

Patron: Michael D. Higgins, President of Ireland
Chief Conductor: Jaime Martín

The National Symphony Orchestra has been at the centre of Ireland’s cultural 
life since 1948 when the Raidió Éireann Symphony Orchestra, as it was originally 
called, was founded.

Today it is a formidable creative force, its presence felt throughout the country in 
live, year-round performances that celebrate the traditional orchestral, vocal and 
operatic repertoire and it champions the commissioning of new music alongside 
crossover projects that embrace the best of stage and screen, popular music 
and traditional music. 

In recent years, the NSO has reached new audiences through its live screenings 
in concert of cinema blockbusters such as Close Encounters of the Third Kind, 
Jurassic Park, Ghostbusters and Casino Royale and with its lavish concert tributes 
to Hollywood icons Gene Kelly, John Williams and Elliot Goldenthal, songwriter 
extraordinaire Cole Porter and the genius of Mícheál Ó Súilleabháin. 

With a long-established international reputation, the NSO has worked with 
successive generations of world-famous composers from Igor Stravinsky and 
Karlheinz Stockhausen to Steve Reich and Arvo Pärt. 

Among the legendary conductors, soloists and singers with whom it has 
performed are Wilhelm Kempff, Vladimir Ashkenazy, Josef Szigeti, Martha Argerich, 
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Joan Sutherland, Luciano Pavarotti, Plácido Domingo, José Carreras, Mstislav 
Rostropovich and our own Bernadette Greevy. More recent luminaries include 
Kiri Te Kanawa, Bryn Terfel, Angela Gheorghiu, Angela Hewitt, Nikolai Demidenko, 
Maxim Vengerov, Daniel Hope, Tasmin Little and Leonard Slatkin. 

Collaborations with Irish artists include, among so many others, Sir James Galway, 
Mary Black, Lisa Hannigan, Liam O’Flynn, The Riptide Movement, Barry Douglas, 
John O’Conor, Patricia Bardon, Tara Erraught, Celine Byrne and Ailish Tynan. 

Countless world premieres by Irish composers have included Elaine Agnew, 
Gerald Barry, Ed Bennett, Linda Buckley, Ann Cleare, Rhona Clarke, Siobhán 
Cleary, Shaun Davey, David Fennessy, Marian Ingoldsby, Brian Irvine, Karen Power, 
Jennifer Walshe, James Wilson and Bill Whelan. 

The NSO’s acclaimed catalogue of recordings – on the RTÉ lyric fm, Naxos, 
BIS, Toccata Classics labels and others – include the complete symphonies of 
Malcolm Arnold, Rachmaninov, Mendelssohn and Nielsen, and Composers of 
Ireland, a landmark series co-funded by RTÉ and The Arts Council. To date, it has 
recorded works by established names – Gerald Barry, Seóirse Bodley, Raymond 
Deane, Aloys Fleischmann, John Kinsella, Seán Ó Riada – and a new generation 
of remarkable voices, including Donnacha Dennehy, Deirdre Gribbin, Kevin Volans 
and Ian Wilson. 

Other major recordings include Robert O’Dwyer’s Irish language opera Eithne (in 
partnership with Irish National Opera), José Serebrier’s Symphonic BACH Variations 
and Mary Black Orchestrated. Film and television scores include composer-
conductor Michael Giacchino’s Lost in Concert and directors John Boorman’s 
Queen and Country and Lenny Abrahamson’s The Little Stranger. 

Work in the world of opera includes the world premiere of Gerald Barry’s The Bitter 
Tears of Petra von Kant (co-commissioned by RTÉ and English National Opera) 
and collaborations with Wide Open Opera: the Irish premieres of Wagner’s Tristan 
und Isolde and John Adams’ Nixon in China, and a concert presentation of 
Raymond Deane’s The Alma Fetish in association with the National Concert Hall. 

The orchestra’s extensive educational work includes its Music in the Classroom 
programme for primary and second level students, and a young musicians’ 
mentoring scheme. 

Broadcasting regularly on RTÉ, it reaches vast international audiences through the 
European Broadcasting Union. 

Find out more at www.nch.ie
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NATIONAL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

General Manager, National Symphony Orchestra and Chorus: Anthony Long
Marketing & Communications Manager: Assumpta Lawless 
Orchestra Manager: Debbra Walters
Librarian: Aedín Donnelly
Concerts & Planning Co-ordinator: Cathy Stokes
Orchestra Administration Assistant: Olive Kelly 
Senior Orchestra Assistant: Ari Nekrasius 
Orchestral Assistant: Andy Dunne 
Management Assistant: Lloyd Byrne
NSO Intern: Jeff Phelps

NATIONAL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
1st Violin
Elaine Clark (Co-Leader)
Sebastian Liebig † 
Orla NÍ Bhraoin °
Catherine McCarthy 
Ting Zhong Deng 
David Clark 
Anne Harte  
Brona Fitzgerald 
Claudie Driesen  
Karl Sweeney 
Molly O’Shea 
David McElroy 
Justyna Dabek 
Brigid Leman 
Jennifer Murphy 
Matthew Wylie 

2nd Violin
Danny McCann-Williams
Lidia Jewloszewicz-Clarke 
Mary Wheatley 
Rosalind Brown 
Paul Fanning 
Dara O’Connell 
Melanie Cull 
Evelyn McGrory 
Elena Quinn 
Jenny Burns Duffy  
Magda Kowalska
Feilimidh Nunan 
Rachel Grimes
Erin Hennessey 

Viola
Alexander Koustas
Francis Harte °
Richard Hadwen 
Neil Martin 
Cliona O’Riordan 
Nathan Sherman 
Ruth Bebb 
Anthony Mullholland 
Aoife Magee 
Aoise O’Dwyer 
Marta Garcia Villalobos 
Hains Tooming 

Cello
Polly Ballard ‡ 
Violetta-Valerie Muth °
Úna Ní Chanainn
Ailbhe McDonagh 
Niall O’Loughlin 
Yue Tang 
Anne Murnaghan 
Lyndsay Martindale 
Peggy Nolan 
Peadar Ó Lionsigh 

Double Bass
Stacey Watton 
Aisling Reilly 
Waldemar Kozak 
Helen Morgan 
Jenni Meade  
Maeve Sheil 
Alex Felle

Flute
Catriona Ryan •
Riona Ó Duinnin ‡
Marie Comiskey

Piccolo
Sinéad Farrell † 

Oboe
Matthew Manning •
Sylvain Gnemmi ‡
Maria Rojas 

Cor Anglais
Deborah Clifford † 

Clarinet
Matthew Billing †
Seamus Wylie 
John Forde

Bass Clarinet
Fintan Sutton † 

Bassoon
Greg Crowley •
Ates Kirkan 

Contra Bassoon
Hilary Sheil †

Horn
Cormac Ó hAodáin 
Ian Daikin 
Bethan Watkeys †
David Atcheler t

Liam Duffy 
Sarah Johnson 

Mark Bennett 
Dewi Jones 

Trumpet
Darren Moore 
William Palmer 
Jonathan Corry 
Eoghan Cooke 
Michael Hartin  

Trombone
Jason Sinclair •
Gavin Roche ‡
Karl Ronan

Bass Trombone
Kazuki Maruta  

Tuba
Francis Magee •

Timpani
Niels Verbeek
Richard O’Donnell

Percussion
Bernard Reilly t 
Maeve O’Hara 
Malcolm Neale  

Harp
Andreja Malír • 

•  Section Leader
*  Section Principal
†  Principal
‡  Associate Principal
°  String Sub Principal
t	 Sub Principal
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DIRECTED BY GEORGE MORRISON, 1961 • STIÚRTHÓIR: GEORGE MORRISON, 1961

Film screening with performance of Seán Ó Riada score
Léiriú den scannán ar scáileán agus an fuaimrian ceoil  
le Seán Ó Riada á sheinm ag ceolfhoireann shiansach.

Presented by the National Symphony Orchestra  
in association with the Irish Film Institute & Gael Linn
Á chur i láthair ag an Cheolfhoireann Shiansach Náisiúnta  
i gcomhar le hInstitiúid Scannán na hÉireann agus Gael Linn.

Gavin Maloney conductor • Stiúrthóir: Gavin Maloney

Irish narration with English subtitles • Tráchtaireacht i nGaeilge le fotheidil as Béarla.

FRIDAY 24 JUNE 2022, 7.30pm
Tickets: €15, €20, €25, €30 • Booking: 01 417 0000 • nch.ie 


